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A POSSIBLE CASE OF LUKAN AUTHORSHIP 
(JOHN 7 53-8 11) 

HENRY J. CADBURY 

HAVERFORD COLLEGE 

In his Philology of the Gospels Professor Blass re- 
ferred somewhat casually to the Lukan style of the peri- 
cope adulterae. His theory of a Roman edition of Luke's 
works issued by the author himself, in connection with 
which his reference was made, has not received very wide 
acceptance, and so the linguistic phenomena to which 
he called attention were not made generally known. The 
motives of the present writer in bringing the subject 
forward again are not merely that the Lukan style of this 
passage impressed itself independently upon him, as it 
might upon any one familiar with Luke's style, but be- 
cause von Soden's careful study of the text of the passage,2 
and Harnack's recent use of the style of the Lukan 
writings 3 make it desirable to give a fresh presentation 
of the evidence. 

With regard to the text of the pericope adulterae it 
must at once be confessed that it is one of the most un- 
certain passages in the whole N. T. The variants are 
extremely numerous, and as the section is entirely omitted 
by most of the great uncial MSS., a decision on readings 
cannot be made by the usual methods of valuation. Von 
Soden divided the authorities into seven main groups, and 
attempted to appraise them and arrange them and so to 
recover the original text. To many however his recon- 
struction will not seem convincing. It will be safer 
therefore for us in considering the style of the passage 

1 P. 159 (1898) with a reference to his edition of Luke, (1897) p. xlviii. 
2 Die Schriften des N. T. I, pp. 486-554. 
3 Especially Luke the Physician and The Date of the Acts. 
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to limit ourselves to no one form of the text but to include 
all variants, remembering constantly that some of the 
examples given are probably not the original readings.4 

The style of Luke, on the other hand, has become better 
known with the study of his writings. He has the most 
distinctive vocabulary of any New Testament writer, 
and a style so individual as to be recognizable in nearly 
every verse. No matter what his subject or his source, 
these characteristics make themselves everywhere evi- 
dent. Not merely in the nativity stories with their can- 
ticles at the beginning of his work, nor in the "we " pas- 
sages at its close, may we find with Harnack abundant 
evidences of his style. Even the stories which he takes 
bodily from Mark are filled with his own peculiar ways 
of speech 6; so homogeneous is the style of the Lukan 
writings. It is therefore all the more striking that this 
brief passage - bearing as it does the evidence of an- 
tiquity and verisimilitude, yet certainly not part of the 
Fourth Gospel, as both its language and the MSS. 

prove--should reveal nevertheless so many marks, some 
of them almost unmistakable, of Luke's style. 

First let us consider the negative evidence. There 
are of course some words in the passage that do not occur 
in Luke or Acts. They are 

aVaLapTpTOS 

aTO(pqA •OP•) a oT40Tpq, a)iTr y 6(Pop(3 
bLaQ~xEUw (p1) 

xaTayp'p~o (M1 2) 

XaTaXinrTW Xa'T XVIrTrC 

xarryopia 4(D) 6(U2 3 4 6 7) (a variant in Lk. 6 7) 

LoLXELa (all MSS. except D) 

The first five of these are not found in any New 
Testament writer but are all compound words in the 

4 All readings that are not found in all groups of MSS. will be marked below 
with von Soden's symbols for the groups that contain them, e.g., Jl A2, etc. The num- 
bers represent very nearly the order of preference given the groups by von Soden. 

5 See Plummer, Luke, passim. 
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manner of Luke. Compare his use of Aro-ypapco, va-xv7rc7 

avv--X&nrT, a-Taaaow, etc.6 
There are also some expressions which are less like 

Luke than like some other New Testament writer. The 
mention of the Jews in D and one or two other MSS., the 
use of "high priests and Pharisees" (0I) in place of "scribes 
and Pharisees," are both variants that agree exactly with 
the manner of the Fourth Gospel. And the reading (A4 5) 

pLinrL A/.dLprave without arb 70T6 vv agrees exactly with Jn. 
5 14. For the reading els Ka ' Zls (2 3 4 5 6 7) perhaps the 
nearest parallel is in Mk. 14 19 (els xaar Ees). 

Compare now with these possible linguistic affiliations 
to the other Gospels the likenesses of the passage to 
Luke-Acts. 

The following words or phrases occurring in this pas- 
sage occur in Luke or Acts but in no other Gospel: 

dyraxbnrT7 1P r% o ( v I I ( 1 2 3 6 7) 

EIr EaOTS 8 (/A5 6) 9 (91) 

erLsEVw 

exrapa?w (O2 D)7 
xaee chyoopos ( 3 5 6 7) 

ipOpos ef. t6pOpIw, bpOpts6s 
rpoaoroiolcts (/ 5 7) 
a3 o* 8 

avECrlaL• 
(/A5 7) 

More striking still is the list of words found in the 
pericope, which though not limited to Luke are more 
abundant in his work than in the other Gospels. From 
Hawkins' lists of Lukan phrases 9 we find in this passage: 

(yw2(2 3 5 6 7) 
orevbe 6', ehrav 6b 

e 
Plummer, Luke, p. 252: " Lk. is fond of compounds with 5&e." There are over 

50 words compounded with Kard which occur in Luke or Acts but not in Mt., 
Mk., or Jn. 

7 The word occurs also in Mt. 4 7 (=Lk. 4 12) in a quotation from Dt. 6 16. 
8 According to Bruder only Lk. 4 7, 9. 70; Ac. 83 21. 
9 Horae Synopticae, Second Edition, pp. 15-929. 
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9pWT1W (Ml 2 3 4 5 7) 

Exw, with infinitive (A,) 
Xa6o 

PUV 

ras, or 65iras 6 Xa6s (At 3 5 6 7) 
rapaylobatc 
lXXv ( 5 7) 

s= when 

According to Harnack 10 we are justified in marking as 
Lukan: 

eLs vy O oov (/2 3 1 6 7) 

ropeboLau 
airy yv (L1 2 3 4 5) 

Further examples may be gained from the lexicon: 

o0 a6 xoOaavrr ((2 3 4 5 6 7) (once in Mk.) 

apxo•aL 
d6r (once in Mt.) 

iapay'voja• 
eis (l 2 7) (once in Mt.) 

ropebov (twice in Jn.) 

In the following cases there is a likeness of expression 
such as commonly exists between the different parts of 
Luke's writings: 

'I9Clos ~ I'rope~b7l Eis 7T pos 75Lv 0Xaaiv 

Lk. 9.2 39 xalc OeXbv iropebG xarcd r6 o"os eds 7b 6pos rc7v rXaatwv 

6pOpoi' 6~ rh&XLV rapeyreroo 
o 

's r 
p 

lE pv al ras 6 Xa60bs pxero 
irpos abrbv 

Lk. 1 38 xalc rs 6 Xabs 1pOpt?ev rp6s abrb{vi ~ 7r lEpc 

xal UT7ravPaes abrUTv v /laEO X•TovrTL abrT 
Ac. 4 7 xal a O7raavrs acTrovs v a ~a rvPevorro 

7abrClyv eipo/pLE ir' abraTcL&p6 pOLXcEvoLVPy1v (v6 7) 
Lk. 23 2 T9obro EipaE 6Lur Taarpr'povra r6 8Ovos il&v xrX; cf. Ac. 94 5. 

Pa 
aX&awL (•4Xwav, eipwaw) xar7yopEZV (xarpyopiaw Xar') 

atroi 

10 See Date of the Acts, pp. 5, 6, 9, 15; Luke the Physician, pp. 40, 50 f. 
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Lk. 6 7 Iva eVpwr v xanr-yopeLY (xa7r-yoplav car') abrot 
Lk. 11 54 D al iva EpwaLv xarlYoprtiaL 
Ac. 28 19 exwv r xatrryopeiv 

6pOpov 3: epalos& Ld rXLv XOvev (Ip6) 
Lk. 24 1 6pOpov 3a0os8 

' 
irt rw 

ich gra eXOav 

xal xaOLas s 1aaoxev abrobs (/tL a 3 7) 

Lk. 5 3 xaOLias 
be [ . ... . I SiSaoxev robss 5XXovs 

Further examples of likeness are in construction and 
sentence structure: 

With 7rpros JaXrw XLOov compare 
Lk. 29 air, -qdroypay 

rp•r-, 
w Y7yvero and other adverbial 

uses of the adjective in Lk. 21 34, 24 18, 22, Ac. 20 6 D, 
28 13. 

With the position of the pronoun in ao o~v ri Xfye's; 
compare 
Lk. 16 7 b 7iroaov 6 ELXEts; 
Ac. 11 17 8 d r7is n'•v 

O' varos 
xwX3ra&T rbv Oe ',; 

Ac. 19 15 i'ses a r7iES arf; 
With the use of the participle in r~ipeov epwrPovres COm- 

pare 
Ac. 12 16 brreyevevy xpobwv 

Lk. 7 45 0ob &EXLtreV xaraptXoeaa 
Also Lk. 23 12; Ac. 8 16 

With xardeXe1pO1 • rvos compare 
Lk. 10 40 6Avn v yJe xart7eX re' 6&acovEiv 

With the brief osets in ob•bis, xObp~ 
of the woman's reply 

compare 
Lk. 22 35 . . . urwOS s barynpaare; ol Et7raWv, obOevbS 

With X~bp~ in the same reply compare 
Ac. 10 14, 11 8 PaaosVp, xbpLe 
Lk. 17 37 roo, xbpte; 
Ac. 9 5, 22 8, 26 15 rLs el, xbpe; 
Ac. 10 4 t & 

•rT, Xbpte; 
With 

orope 
ov' d6roi 70vv py/ry E )KET Lprave compare 

Lk. 5 10 4 fpoioY' &ir6 70ri viU ph&vPcnroUs $cT ? 7P P 
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No other N. T. writing has such close parallels as those 
given from Luke and Acts. 

In view of the many misuses of the linguistic argument, 
especially in connection with Luke-Acts, it would be 
rash to assume at once from this evidence that the peri- 
cope adulterae is written by Luke. It is necessary to 
acknowledge that there are many limitations to the 
force of the examples given. First, few of them have 
unanimous textual support; second, many of them are 
not very unusual phrases in Greek literature. That no 
other New Testament writer uses a word is often an 
accident. But if N. T. standards are to be applied, there 
are a few unquestioned words that are really character- 
istic of Luke, as ar roo VA, iapxopaL &?rL, frnuivo, eru ' 86~, c~s. 

And while of course some of the variants must be re- 
jected, any form of the text which we accept, even 
von Soden's, which is the shortest, will include more than 
half of our list of examples. It can safely be affirmed 
that the passage in its oldest form contained as much 
distinctively Lukan language as the average passage of 
equal brevity and simplicity in Luke's acknowledged 
works. 

Against the theory of Lukan authorship the subject- 
matter and method of treatment offer no objection, but 
rather a confirmation. The third evangelist shows 
throughout a sympathy with women and with sinners 
that is congenial to this passage. Jesus' association with 
them is frequently criticised by the strict Pharisees in 
Luke. No further example is needed than the story of 
Simon and the sinner woman in Luke 7 36-50. 

Textual evidence, however, does not encourage the 
hypothesis. As is well known, the best Greek MSS. 
omit the passage entirely (8, ABCLW et al.). It was 
known, however, in the West, as is shown by the Vulgate 
and perhaps some earlier Latin versions, by the references 
in Ambrose, Augustine, and Jerome, and by the early 
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Greco-Latin codex D. Nearly all the authorities that 
contain or refer to it put it in chapter eight or at the end 
of the Gospel of John. The only exception is the Ferrar 
group which places it after Luke 91 38.11 There is there- 
fore little textual reason to assign it to any of the canonical 
Gospels, and less for Luke than for John.12 

These facts bring us to a dilemma, either solution of 
which seems to contradict the current standards of New 
Testament criticism: either (1) the pericope adulterae is 
an original part of Luke's Gospel and was omitted without 
leaving any appreciable trace in the MS. tradition of 
that Gospel, or (2) it is written by another than the 
third evangelist in a style that completely matches his 
Own.I13 

This paper aims not to solve the dilemma but to state 
it and to show its importance. For if the first solution 
is the correct one, then we must believe that in spite of 
their age, multiplicity, and agreement, our authorities for 
the N. T. text do not preclude such radical divergence 
from the autographs as the complete omission of a con- 
siderable section from one of the four Gospels. If this 
is possible, then certainly many of the most radical the- 
ories of interpolation and the most unsupported textual 
conjectures are also possible. Even radical scholars have 
often declared for the probable integrity of the best 
texts. Here, however, we should have a flagrant case of 
primitive tampering, for the omission could only be 
intentional.'4 And so our confidence in the transcrip- 
tional accuracy and in the doctrinal primitiveness of 

11 Also Evangelistarium 435. 
12 Of course its historicity is not dependent on its canonicity. Its internal char- 

acter, agreeing as it does with the synoptic stories, bespeaks its genuineness as a 
tradition. 

13 I omit as unlikely a third alternative-that it was part of a third (lost) work 
of the third evangelist. Blass's view that it was from a second edition of the third 
gospel issued by the author himself combines the difficulties of this view with those of 
(1) above. 

1 The motive would probably be the fear that the section would be abused to 
condone looseness in sexual relations. 
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the earliest available text of the N. T. would be consid- 
erably shaken. 

If, on the other hand, the passage is not from the pen 
of the auctor ad Theophilum, then some one, whether 
another author, a translator, or a scribe, intentionally or 
unintentionally,"5 wrote a style that is indistinguishable 
from the most distinctive of New Testament styles. In 
this case style proves to be a most unreliable criterion, 
and all critical arguments drawn from identity of style-- 
such as the common authorship of John and 1 John, of 
Luke and Acts, of the Pauline letters, and even of the 
separate parts of a single work-lose some of their weight. 
Especially such an argument as that often made concern- 
ing the Lukan style of the "we" passages must be re- 
examined in the light of this evidence." For if in the 
pericope adulterae identity of style does not even prove 
final Lukan editing, it certainly cannot be used to prove 
in the "we" passages original Lukan authorship without 
sources.17 

15The decision between these alternatives and concerning the actual origin of 
the section if not from Luke forms a most interesting problem, but does not affect 
the implications of the main dilemma. Eus. H. E. III. 39, 16 suggests two possible 
second-century sources. He says: "(Papias) relates another story of a woman, who 
was accused of many sins before the Lord, which is contained in the Gospel according 
to the Hebrews." The evidence of the story's western circulation and the variety of 
its readings may suggest that it was translated into Greek from the Latin. That the 
later scribes wrote a style like Luke's is not improbable. Blass, Evangelium secundum 
Lucam, 1897, pp. Ivii ff., has given some interesting cases from variants in Mark, and 
unless one accepts his hypothesis of two editions by Luke, his evidence for the Lukan 
style of the "Western" text of Luke and Acts (cf. his Professor Harnack und die 
Schriften des Lukas, 1907) will point in the same direction. That this "Lukanizing" 
is intentional is improbable. Perhaps the style of Luke was the most familiar to the 
scribes and probably it was the most congenial to them on account of its literary 
quality. Many of Luke's minor changes in Mark are made independently by scribes 
of Mark, e.g., in D. &-yc for okpw. 

16 The argument that the "we" passages are so distinctly Lukan in style that the 
author cannot be using a source is presented most fully by Harnack, Luke the Physi- 
cian (1906), pp. 40-120; Date of the Acts (1911), pp. 1-28; cf. also Hawkins, Horae 
Synopticae, Second Edition, pp. 182 ff. The inference of these scholars is that there- 
fore Luke and Acts were written by a companion of Paul, presumably Luke. 

1 Since the foregoing article was written there has come to hand H. McLach- 
lan's St. Luke Evangelist and Historian (1912), with its full and independent argu- 
ment for the Lukan authorship of the pericope adulterae (pp. 94-196). 
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